Flower ornamental assembly

A flower ornamental assembly (1) for accommodating a flowerpot (8) including a support post (2) having the lower part buried in the ground (G) and erected upward from the ground level (GL), a flower ornament pot (3) having a through-hole (3b) for penetrating the support post (2), and a filler (4) filling up the surrounding of the support post (2) inserted into the flower ornament pot (3). A flowerpot (8) is accommodated in an opening (3a) at the upper end of the flower ornament pot (3). The flower ornament pot (3) is erected and supported by the support post (2) and the filler (4), so that it can be prevented from sway or tilt. Since the entire structure of the flower ornament pot (3) is exposed above the ground (G), the appearance of the flower ornamental assembly (1) is enhanced.
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